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Jules Et Jim Script
Voila! Finally, the Jules And Jim script is here for all you quotes spouting fans of Jules et Jim by
François Truffaut. This script is a transcript that was painstakingly transcribed using the screenplay
and/or viewings of Jules And Jim. I know, I know, I still need to get the cast names in there and I'll be
eternally tweaking it, so if you have any corrections, feel free to drop me a line.
Jules And Jim Script - transcript from the screenplay and ...
Jules et Jim (1962) Movie Script. Read the Jules et Jim full movie script online. SS is dedicated to The
Simpsons and host to thousands of free TV show episode scripts and screencaps, cartoon
framegrabs and movie scripts.
Jules et Jim (1962) Movie Script | SS
Read, review and discuss the entire Jules et Jim movie script by Unknown on Scripts.com
Jules et Jim Movie Script
Jules-et-Jim script at the Internet Movie Script Database.
Jules-et-Jim Script at IMSDb.
Looking for the scripts matching Jules et Jim? Find all about Jules et Jim on Scripts.com! The Web's
largest and most comprehensive scripts resource.
Scripts containing the term: Jules et Jim
Jules and Jim (1962) Arguably Francois Truffaut's best film, certainly one of the most beloved, Jules
and Jim (1962) remains, nearly 45 years later, as innovative and vibrant as it was to 1962
audiences who were just discovering the New Wave. In the mid-50's, Truffaut picked up a
secondhand copy of Jules and Jim, the first novel by 74-year old Henri-Pierre Roche bohemian who
had been friendly ...
Jules and Jim (1962) - Articles - TCM.com
With the newly released interactive DVD, students are able to follow a written script as they watch
selections of “Jules et Jim” and hear the words spoken. They can replay the dialogue utterance by
utterance in order to understand it in the context of the film’s actions.
Learn to Speak French with Jeanne Moreau | YaleNews
Truffaut and Jean Gruault's screenplay for Jules and Jim went through a similar process of constant
pruning and refinement. Gruault was a theater actor and had collaborated with Jacques Rivette on
the script for the long-gestating Paris Belongs to Us (1961) before Truffaut sought him out for help
with the adaptation. Truffaut was especially ...
Jules and Jim - Watch Turner Classic Movies on TCM
Jim (Henri Serre) is not shot in Truffaut's "Jules and Jim," although Catherine (Jeanne Moreau) does
wave a pistol at him; Truffaut has a sadder ending in mind, and there is such poignancy in
Catherine's final words, "Jules, watch us carefully!" But that is at the end of the film, which begins in
lighthearted gaiety, which continues with ...
Jules and Jim Movie Review & Film Summary (1961) | Roger Ebert
Jules and Jim (French: Jules et Jim [ʒyl e dʒim]) is a 1962 French New Wave romantic drama film,
directed, produced and written by François Truffaut.Set around the time of World War I, it describes
a tragic love triangle involving French Bohemian Jim (Henri Serre), his shy Austrian friend Jules
(Oskar Werner), and Jules's girlfriend and later wife Catherine (Jeanne Moreau).
Jules and Jim - Wikipedia
Two English Girls (1971) is the female reflection of the same love story as "Jules et Jim". It is based
on a story written by Henri-Pierre Roche, who also wrote Jules and Jim. It is about a man who falls
equally in love with two sisters, and their love affair over a period of years.
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François Truffaut - Wikipedia
Directed by François Truffaut. With Jeanne Moreau, Oskar Werner, Henri Serre, Vanna Urbino.
Decades of a love triangle concerning two friends and an impulsive woman.
Jules and Jim (1962) - IMDb
January is Classic 60s Movie month. Today’s guest post comes from Markham Cook. Movie Title:
Jules et Jim Year: 1962. Writers: (screenwriters and any authors whose books were used as the
basis for adaptation) Jean Gruault and Francois Truffaut, adapted from ‘Jules et Jim’ by Henri Pierre
Roché
Classic 60s Movie: Jules et Jim – Go Into The Story
Jules et Jim has a certain clarity of vision. French love stories are often based upon dialogue that is
rife with throwaway witticisms, perceptive trivial observations, and explosive utterances of love or
despair, and Jules et Jim is no different.
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